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Introduction
Welcome to the HAVA Coin Whitepaper, your comprehensive guide to understanding the revolutionary
cryptocurrency poised to transform the Cosmos ecosystem. In this document, we will delve into the
essence of HAVA Coin, its purpose, the vision driving its development, and the intricacies of its
tokenomics.

What is HAVACoin?
HAVA Coin is a cutting-edge cryptocurrency meticulously crafted to empower participants in the
Cosmos ecosystem. Serving as the backbone of decentralized finance (DeFi) activities, governance
processes, and community engagement, HAVA Coin epitomizes the spirit of innovation and inclusivity
within the blockchain space.

Cosmos Celebration
As part of our commitment to celebrating the vibrant Cosmos community, we are thrilled to announce
the launch of the Cosmos Celebration initiative. Through this initiative, we will be airdropping HAVA
tokens to loyal stakers across various Cosmos chains, including Juno, Celestia, Injective, Osmosis, and
more. Additionally, HAVA tokens will be distributed to liquidity providers on multiple platforms and
ecosystemNFT holders, recognizing their invaluable contributions to the Cosmos ecosystem.

HAVATokenDistribution
The issuance of HAVA Coin will occur on the Injective chain, leveraging its robust infrastructure and
scalability features. This strategic decision ensures seamless interoperability and accessibility for
participants across the Cosmos network. Furthermore, HAVA tokens will be allocated to liquid stakers
on various platforms, offering them exclusive benefits and incentives to foster long-term engagement.

Eligibility Criteria

1. Wallets that have had at least 100 USDC staked worth of ATOM, OSMO, INJ, JUNO, TIA,
HUAHUA and holdings of at least 100USDC ofWOSMO

2. Wallets that have had 100 USDC in liquid staking in stATOM, stOSMO, stTIA, stDYM, and
milkTIA.

3. Learnmore in the next section.

Airdrops & Boosters
The HAVA Coin airdrop represents our gratitude to the Cosmos community and ecosystem
contributors. Through strategic boosters and incentives, we aim to amplify the impact of the airdrop,
driving widespread adoption and engagement.

The airdrop is for staking ATOM,OSMO, JUNO, TIA, INJ, CHIHUAHUA, and holders ofWOSMO.

Also it includes allocation to some liquid stakers:

- via Stride of stATOM, stOSMO, stTIA, and stDYM;

- viaMilkyWay of milkTIA, andmilkDYM;
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- via pStake of stkATOMand stkOSMO;

- via Quicksilver of uqATOMand uqOSMO.

And to some BadKids holders.

Tokenomics Overview&Burn
The recent tokenomics restructuring involved a strategic burn of a significant portion of HAVA tokens,
enhancing scarcity and value appreciation. This bold move underscores our commitment to optimizing
token distribution and ensuring long-term sustainability.

HAVA Coin operates on a carefully crafted tokenomics model designed to incentivize participation,
reward contributors, and drive sustainable growth within the ecosystem. Here is a brief overview of the
token distribution after the revision upon community feedback:
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Launch Roadmap
Our roadmap outlines keymilestones and initiatives leading up to the official launch of HAVACoin. From
token distribution events to ecosystem expansion efforts, each step is meticulously planned tomaximize
value creation and community participation.
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Hava Frens
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Conclusion
In conclusion, the HAVA Coin White Paper represents our unwavering dedication to transparency,
innovation, and community empowerment. We invite you to join us on this exhilarating journey as we
pave the way for a decentralized future within the Cosmos ecosystem. Together, we can unlock new
possibilities, drive meaningful change, and redefine the landscape of decentralized finance with HAVA
Coin.


